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1

I, DANIEL S. DROSMAN, declare as follows:

2

1.

I am a partner of the law firm of Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP (“Robbins

3 Geller” or the “Firm”). I submit this declaration in support of the application for an award of
4 attorneys’ fees in connection with services rendered in the above-captioned class action (the
5 “Litigation”), as well as for payment of litigation expenses/charges (“expenses”) to the Firm in
6 connection with the Litigation. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein, and if
7 called upon, could and would testify thereto.1
8

Introduction

9

2.

This Firm, along with Motely Rice LLC, has served as Class Counsel for National

10 Elevator Industry Pension Fund and KBC Asset Management NV and the Class of Twitter investors
11 throughout the Litigation. In these capacities, the Firm performed the following tasks, among others:
12 conducted an extensive factual and legal investigation of the claims asserted; researched and drafted
13 the Consolidated Amended Complaint for Violations of the Federal Securities Laws (“Complaint”);
14 defeated defendants’ motion to dismiss the Complaint; conducted extensive party and third-party
15 fact discovery; achieved certification of the Class; engaged in multiple lengthy and contentious
16 discovery-related disputes; conducted complex expert discovery; briefed and defeated defendants’
17 motion for summary judgment; litigated numerous pretrial evidentiary issues, including Daubert
18 motions and motions in limine; and prepared for a six-week jury trial. I personally participated in
19 each of these tasks.
20

3.

The information in this declaration regarding the Firm’s time and expenses is taken

21 from time and expense reports and supporting documentation prepared and/or maintained by the
22 Firm in the ordinary course of business. I am the partner who oversaw and/or conducted the day-to23 day activities in the Litigation, and I reviewed these reports (and backup documentation where
24 necessary or appropriate) in connection with the preparation of this declaration. The purpose of this
25 review was to confirm both the accuracy of the entries on the printouts as well as the necessity for,
26 and reasonableness of, the time and expenses committed to the Litigation. As a result of this review,
27

1

Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalized terms shall have the meanings ascribed to them in
the
Stipulation
of Settlement dated January 5, 2022 (ECF 653-4).
28
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1 I made reductions to both time and expenses in the exercise of billing judgment. In addition, (a) all
2 time expended in preparing this application for fees and expenses and (b) all time spent on travel
3 (unless the attorney was actively working on the case during the travel, for example, reviewing
4 documents while on a plane) has been excluded. Further, all time billed by any timekeeper who
5 spent fewer than 10 hours working on this Litigation has been excluded.
6

4.

As a result of this review and the adjustments made, I believe that the time reflected

7 in the Firm’s lodestar calculation and the expenses for which payment is sought as set forth in this
8 declaration are reasonable in amount and were necessary for the effective and efficient prosecution
9 and resolution of the Litigation. In addition, I believe that the expenses are all of a type that would
10 normally be charged to a fee-paying client in the private legal marketplace.
11

5.

The hourly rates for the attorneys and professional support staff of the Firm included

12 in the exhibits to this declaration are the usual and customary rates set by the Firm for each
13 individual. These hourly rates are the same as, or comparable to, the rates accepted by courts in
14 other securities class action litigation or shareholder litigation, including courts in this Circuit. The
15 Firm’s rates are set based on periodic analysis of rates charged by firms performing comparable
16 work and that have been approved by courts. Different timekeepers within the same employment
17 category (e.g., partners, associates, paralegals, etc.) may have different rates based on a variety of
18 factors, including years of practice, years at the Firm, years in the current position (e.g., years as a
19 partner), relevant experience, relative expertise, and the rates of similarly experienced peers at this
20 Firm or other firms. For personnel who are no longer employed by the Firm, the “current rate” used
21 for the lodestar calculation is based upon the rate for that person in his or her final year of
22 employment with the Firm.
23

6.

None of the timekeepers listed in the exhibits to this declaration and included in the

24 Firm’s lodestar for the Litigation were “contract attorneys” or “contract paralegals.” All of the
25 timekeepers listed were either partners of the Firm or employees of the Firm.
26

Hours and Lodestar Information

27

7.

Attached as Exhibit 1 is a summary lodestar chart which lists (a) the name of each

28 timekeeper in the Firm who devoted more than 10 hours to the Litigation; (b) their title or position
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1 (e.g., partner, associate, paralegal); (c) the total number of hours they worked on the Litigation from
2 its inception through and including January 7, 2022; (d) their hourly rate (at 2021 rates); and (e) their
3 lodestar (at both 2021 and historical rates).
4

8.

As reflected in Exhibit 1, the total number of hours expended on this Litigation by the

5 Firm through January 7, 2022 is 40,878.81. The total lodestar for the Firm for that period is
6 $26,619,255.50 based on 2021 rates and $25,275,903.50 based on historical rates.
7

9.

Attached as Exhibit 2 are summary descriptions describing the principal tasks in

8 which each attorney and the principal support staff at the Firm were involved in this Litigation.
9

10.

Exhibit 3 sets forth biographical summaries for each timekeeper listed in Exhibit 1,

10 including information about their position, education, and relevant experience.
11

11.

Exhibit 4 is an Excel spreadsheet which lists (a) the name and position of each

12 timekeeper; (b) the hours incurred by that timekeeper in each month in each of the 19 different
13 categories; (c) the hourly rate charged for each timekeeper during that month; (d) his or her lodestar
14 at that historic rate; (e) the 2021 rate for each timekeeper (or the most recent rate for former
15 employees); and (f) his or her lodestar at the 2021 rate (or the most recent rate for former
16 employees). The time reflected includes time spent through January 7, 2022.
17

12.

Exhibit 5 summarizes certain of the information contained in Exhibit 4. Specifically,

18 Exhibit 5 (“Summary of Categories by Month”) is an Excel spreadsheet which lists the total hours
19 spent by all of the Firm’s timekeepers in each of the 19 categories during each month. Exhibit 5 also
20 shows the total lodestar for all timekeepers for each month at historical and 2021 rates (or the most
21 recent rate for former employees).
22

13.

Exhibit 6 summarizes certain of the information contained in Exhibit 4. Specifically,

23 Exhibit 6 (“Summary of Categories by Timekeeper”) reflects the hours spent during the entire case
24 by each timekeeper in each of the 19 categories, and also reflects each timekeeper’s individual hours
25 and lodestar at historical and 2021 rates (or the most recent rate for former employees).
26
27
28
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1

Expense Information

2

14.

The Firm’s lodestar figures are based upon the Firm’s hourly rates, which do not

3 include charges for expense items. Expense items are billed separately and such charges are not
4 duplicated in the Firm’s hourly rates.
5

15.

The Firm seeks an award of $1,857,248.15 for expenses and charges in connection

6 with the prosecution of the Litigation from its inception through January 7, 2022. Exhibit 7 is a chart
7 summarizing these expenses and charges by category. Exhibit 8 is a detailed listing of all of the
8 Firm’s individual expenses and charges through January 7, 2022, organized by category.
9

16.

Consistent with this Court’s order in Rodman v. Safeway Inc., No. 11-cv-03003-JST

10 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 21, 2018), we have attached copies of invoices and receipts for: (a) all expenses of
11 the investigator and consultant; (b) all travel and lodging expenses; and (c) all other expenses or
12 charges that exceed $500.2
13

17.

Investigator and Consultant: The Firm paid a total of $54,798.60 to an outside

14 consultant and investigator.
15

(a)

L.R. Hodges & Associates, Ltd. (“LRH&A”): $35,086.10. Over a nine-month

16 period (September through December 2015, January through March, September, and December
17 2016) in which LRH&A provided investigative services to Robbins Geller, LRH&A expended 156.2
18 hours for combined fees of $29,950.00, and incurred related expenses of $5,136.10 for a total of
19 $35,086.10. LRH&A’s research staff expended 52.4 hours to research, identify, and confirm the
20 employment status of prospective witnesses, locating key targets, as well as maintaining and
21 updating an evolving witness list to support other investigative individuals. This also involved
22 research, retrieval, and analysis of relevant documents, including SEC filings, media articles, court
23 filings, as well as other materials related to the case issues. The case manager and interviewing
24 investigators expended a combined 103.8 hours to research, review, and analyze materials in
25
2

costs associated with airline transportation are drawn from final credit card billing to account
26 for, All
inter alia, changes to flights, changes to fares, and expenses associated with seat selection and
Accordingly, plaintiffs have not submitted original receipts from airlines for these
27 baggage.
transportation costs. To the extent the Court would like back-up material in the form of credit card
28 statement entries for these transportation costs, plaintiffs are prepared to provide those.
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1 preparation for the investigation; contacting and conducting interviews with targeted third-party
2 witnesses; and thereafter, preparing comprehensive interview summaries and other case reports. In
3 addition, these individuals were involved in analyzing key case issues, as well as establishing and
4 executing the joint litigation-investigation plan, and participating in numerous strategy sessions and
5 investigation briefings with Robbins Geller. Copies of the LRH&A invoices paid (containing
6 redactions to protect work product and other confidential information from disclosure) are attached
7 to Exhibit 9.
8

(b)

Tasta Group dba Caliber Advisors, Inc. (“Caliber Advisors”): $19,712.50. As

9 part of plaintiffs’ initial investigation into the claims and economic issues in this Litigation, plaintiffs
10 retained the services of Caliber Advisors, a valuation and economic consulting firm, to assist in the
11 analysis of materiality, loss causation, market efficiency, and damages. Caliber Advisors specializes
12 in expert financial analyses and related economic consulting services on issues that typically arise in
13 securities class actions. Caliber Advisors provided plaintiffs with substantial assistance in the
14 factual and economic analysis during the discovery and class certification phases of the Litigation.
15 A copy of the Caliber Advisors’ invoice paid (containing redactions to protect confidential
16 information from disclosure) is attached to Exhibit 9.
17

Exhibit 9 includes copies of all invoices paid by the Firm to the investigator and consultant,

18 organized alphabetically by entity and then chronologically.
19

18.

Travel and Lodging Expenses: In connection with the prosecution of this case, the

20 Firm expended a total of $215,948.55 on out-of-town travel, including travel costs such as airfare
21 and lodging costs while traveling. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a travel report detailing the date,
22 destination, and purpose of each trip. Exhibit 11 includes copies of all underlying invoices or
23 receipts relating to travel and lodging, in chronological order and segregated by month.3 These
24 expenses have been reviewed for reasonableness and accuracy. In addition, the expenses for which
25 payment is sought reflect the lesser of the actual expenses or the following “caps”: (a) airfare is
26 capped at coach rates; (b) hotel charges for East Coast (Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, New York,
27
28

3

See fn.2, supra.
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1 Boston) / West Coast (San Diego, Newport Beach, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Palo Alto, Seattle)
2 hotels are capped at $350 per night and all other locations are capped at $250 per night; and
3 (c) meals while traveling are capped at $25 per person for breakfast, $50 per person for lunch, and
4 $75 per person for dinner. The receipts for meals billed on hotel portfolios are located in Exhibit 11
5 “Hotel Accommodations” section.
6

19.

Other Expenses: The following is additional information regarding certain of the

7 other categories of expenses:
8

(a)

9

Filing, Witness, and Other Fees: $8,998.04.
(i)

Filing Fees: $710.00. These expenses were paid to the Court for the

10 new complaint filing fee and admission fee for Heather (Schlesier) Geiger.
11

(ii)

Witness Fees: $270.24. These expenses were paid to attorney service

12 firms for witness fees regarding attendance at depositions and/or trial.
13

(iii)

Other Fees: $8,017.80. These expenses were paid to attorney service

14 firms or individuals (i) for attempting to serve and/or serving subpoenas on various parties or non15 parties; (ii) to obtain copies of documents; and (iii) for delivery of courtesy copies of documents to
16 the Judge’s chambers.
17

(b)

PR Newswire: $650.00. This expense was necessary under the Private

18 Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995’s (“PSLRA”) “early notice” requirements, which provides,
19 among other things, that “[n]ot later than 20 days after the date on which the complaint is filed, the
20 plaintiff or plaintiffs shall cause to be published, in a widely circulated national business-oriented
21 publication or wire service, a notice advising members of the purported plaintiff class – (I) of the
22 pendency of the action, the claims asserted therein, and the purported class period; and (II) that, not
23 later than 60 days after the date on which the notice is published, any member of the purported class
24 may move the court to serve as lead plaintiff of the purported class.” See 15 U.S.C. §78u25 4(a)(3)(A)(i).
26

(c)

Trial Expenses: $102,316.57. These charges are for expenses related to hotel

27 accommodations and office rental space, which were necessary to prepare for the trial of this matter.
28
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1

(i)

Hotel Accommodations for Trial Team: $81,900.00. This amount

2 represents a reduced rate of $350 per night per room to the contracted amount entered into with The
3 Palace Hotel for the 14-member trial team for the time period September 1, 2021 to September 18,
4 2021 for eight team members, September 1, 2021 to September 19, 2021 for one team member,
5 September 1, 2021 to September 20, 2021 for four team members, and September 15, 2021 to
6 September 19, 2021 for one team member.
7

(ii)

Office Rent: $9,170.77. Robbins Geller entered into a lease agreement

8 with Regus Corporation for the use of office space in Oakland, California.
9

(iii)

Other Expenses (Quick International Courier): $11,245.80. These

10 charges were for the cost to ship case documents, exhibits, etc. between San Diego and San
11 Francisco.
12

(d)

Court Hearing Transcripts, Deposition Transcripts, and Videography:

13 $58,277.49. See Ex. 8.
14

(e)

Photocopies: $24,186.36. In connection with this case, the Firm made

15 117,647 black and white copies. Robbins Geller requests $0.15 per copy for a total of $17,647.05.
16 In addition, the Firm made 10,625 color copies. Robbins Geller requests $0.50 per copy for a total
17 of $5,312.50. Each time an in-house copy machine is used, our billing system requires that a case or
18 administrative billing code be entered and that is how the number of in-house copies were identified
19 as related to the Litigation. The Firm also paid $1,226.81 to outside copy vendors. See Ex. 8.
20

(f)

Online Legal and Financial Research: $52,003.43. This category includes

21 payments to vendors such as LexisNexis, Courtlink, PACER, Refinitiv, Thomson Financial, and
22 Westlaw. These resources were used to obtain access to SEC filings, factual databases, legal
23 research, and for cite-checking of briefs. This expense represents the actual expenses incurred by
24 Robbins Geller for use of these services in connection with this Litigation. The charges for these
25 vendors vary depending upon the type of services requested. For example, Robbins Geller has flat26 rate contracts with some of these providers for use of their services. When Robbins Geller utilizes
27 online services provided by a vendor with a flat-rate contract, access to the service is by a billing
28 code entered for the specific case being litigated. At the end of each billing period in which such
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1 service is used, Robbins Geller’s costs for such services are allocated to specific cases based on the
2 percentage of use in connection with that specific case in the billing period. As a result of the
3 contracts negotiated by Robbins Geller with certain providers, the Class enjoys substantial savings in
4 comparison with the “market-rate” for a la carte use of such services which some law firms pass on
5 to their clients. For example, the “market rate” charged to others by LexisNexis for the types of
6 services used by Robbins Geller is more expensive than the rates negotiated by Robbins Geller.
7

(g)

eDiscovery Database Hosting: $122,446.40.

Robbins Geller requests

8 $122,446.40 for hosting eDiscovery related to this Litigation. To provide such hosting services,
9 Robbins Geller has installed top-tier database software, infrastructure, and security, all of which are
10 customized and designed to support Relativity, an eDiscovery platform offered by over 100 vendors
11 and currently used by 198 of the AmLaw200 firms. Over 30 servers are dedicated to Robbins
12 Geller’s Relativity hosting environment, with all data stored in a secure SSAE 18 Type II data center
13 and replicated to a data center located in a different geographic location. By hosting in-house,
14 Robbins Geller is able to charge a reduced, all-in rate that includes many services which are usually
15 charged as extra fees when hosted by a third-party vendor. For example, while Robbins Geller’s
16 per-gigabyte fee is similar to these other vendors, it includes user logins, ingestion, processing,
17 OCRing, TIFFing, bates stamping, productions, and archiving – all at no additional per-unit cost.
18 Also included are services not offered by many vendors, such as linguistic intelligence, cognitive
19 analytics, and sentiment analysis. When compared to typical third-party vendor rates combined with
20 their extra per-unit fees, the requested Robbins Geller charges for this case are approximately 40%
21 less. Implementing a secure, advanced platform in-house has allowed Robbins Geller to prosecute
22 actions more efficiently, utilize advanced AI technology, and has reduced the expense associated
23 with maintaining and searching electronic discovery databases. The amount requested reflects
24 charges for the hosting of over 700,000 pages of documents produced by parties and non-parties in
25 this action. Since this category is an internal charge set by the Firm and not a direct out-of-pocket
26 expense, there are no invoices to provide to the Court.
27

(h)

Litigation Expense Fund Contributions: $1,195,000.00. The Firm contributed

28 to the litigation expense fund held by Motley Rice for certain common expenses in connection with
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1 the prosecution of this case. A breakdown of the contributions to and payments made from the
2 litigation expense fund (including copies of the invoices paid) are attached to the Declaration of
3 Gregg S. Levin in Support of Class Counsel’s Motion for an Award of Attorneys’ Fees and
4 Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of Motley Rice LLC.
5

20.

Attached as Exhibit 12 are receipts for all of the Firm’s other expenses that exceed

6 $500 individually, organized by category and then chronologically.
7

Conclusion

8

21.

Attached as Exhibit 13 is a resume describing the background and experience of the

22.

Electronic copies of the three Excel spreadsheets, Exhibits 4, 5 and 6, will be lodged

9 Firm.
10

11 with the courtroom deputy. We will provide the Court with any further documentation or
12 explanation with respect to our lodestar or expenses, including our detailed time records, upon
13 request by the Court.
14

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 13th

15 day of October, 2022, at San Diego, California.
16
17

s/ DANIEL S. DROSMAN
DANIEL S. DROSMAN

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify under penalty of perjury that on October 13, 2022, I authorized the
electronic filing of the foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system which will
send notification of such filing to the email addresses on the attached Electronic Mail Notice List,
and I hereby certify that I caused the mailing of the foregoing via the United States Postal Service
to the non-CM/ECF participants indicated on the attached Manual Notice List.
s/ DANIEL S. DROSMAN
DANIEL S. DROSMAN
ROBBINS GELLER RUDMAN
& DOWD LLP
655 West Broadway, Suite 1900
San Diego, CA 92101-8498
Telephone: 619/231-1058
619/231-7423 (fax)
Email: ddrosman@rgrdlaw.com
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